
Oilfield mud pump bearings,Timken (Torrington) N-3483-A
BEARINGS FOR OIL PRODUCTION DRILLING

Details

Brand: Timken

Model No.: N-3483-A

Inside diameter: - mm

Outer diameter: - mm

Thickness: - mm

Series: Bearings for Oil Production & Drilling(Mud pump bearing)

Price: Please send email to me if any inquiry

N-3483-A Bearing for Oil Production & Drilling is supplied by Bearing-wholesales , all of our Mud pump bearing are
made according to international standard ,We have large quantity of ready stock of N-3483-A bearing, to meet the
demand of customers, because of our cost-effective products,we are very popular in the bearing market. welcome to
contact us for detailed information, we sincerely hope to have chance to establish friendly cooperation in dealing with
N-3483-A bearings.As one of the largest distributor for worldwide customers,we're engaged in supplying the most
comprehensive types of bearings.To meet the widely requirements.
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il Drilling Equipment Machinery Special bearing

Oil production demands the most from equipment and Cbiec delivers the uptime reliability that
maximizes profit. Our bearings meet the most stringent tolerances ensuring equipment runs at
maximum load for peak output.

Full-Service Manufacturer, Refurbisher and Engineering Partner
We are a veteran supplier of the oil industry with bearings in operation in nearly every
conceivable environment and climate land and marine. We provide rotary table thrust bearings,
cylindrical radial roller pump bearings, swivel and crane hook bearings and custom machined
bearings. We also provide bearing recondition-ing and rebuilding to companies who want to
minimize downtime and maximize the lifetime of exist-ing equipment.

Since 1926, the ZVL and the ZKL brands have meant quality roller bearings in Europe. In April 1991, the
ZVL-ZKL Bearings Corporation North

American headquarters opened in Indianapolis, Indiana, in the United States.
The ZVL-ZKL North American headquarters contains millions of dollars worth of inventory in a 16,000 square
foot facility and is located near the

Indianapolis International Airport for fast shipment to distributors throughout the U.S.

With hundreds of stock-carrying distributor locations throughout the United States, ZVL-ZKL Bearings can
meet your specific needs over North

America quickly and efficiently.
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